
Identifying essential data on unintended effects of transformation 

Risk assessment as hypothesis testing 
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Regulatory dossiers for GM crops are large and growing 

“In the decade since the first 
authorisations for commercial release 
of GM crops, there has been an 
enormous increase in the amount of 
data generated by scientific studies 
that relates to risk assessment.  If this 
trend continues, we run the risk of 
competent authorities being 
submerged by excessively large 
amounts of data that may be of 
questionable pertinence to verifiable 
safety questions.” 
An overview of general features of 
risk assessments of genetically 
modified crops 
Craig et al., 2008, Euphytica 164: 853 
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Data and decision-making 

Theory Frequent practice 
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Many data assess unintended effects of transformation 

● Molecular analysis 
● Transgene inheritance  
● Compositional analysis 
● Phenotypic analysis 
● Rodent and poultry feeding studies using feed prepared from the GM crop 
● Non-target organism effects data using plant tissue as a test substance 
● Non-target organism field data (if not triggered by lower tier data)  
● Data on the composition of soil microflora 
● Data on soil phytotoxicity  
● Data on crop demography in uncultivated land…  
● Most data are from studies comparing GM and non-GM near-isolines 

 
What use are these data? Can we reduce or eliminate requirements for them? 
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How do we know things? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Sir Karl Popper: 1902-1994 
● Objective knowledge is hypothetical  
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Empiricism - the bucket theory of science 

● A common view of science 

Facts Knowledge Observations 

Induction 
Specific 
cases General laws 
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A crucial problem of empiricism 

● An empirical theory may be true, but we can never prove that it is true 

● All swans are white 
- Observing millions of white swans does not prove the theory 
- Observing one black swan falsifies it 
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Science begins with problems, not data – deductive logic 

● → initial problem [P1] → tentative solution [TS] → error elimination [EE] 
→ new knowledge and a new problem [P2] → 

 

Can Popper’s idea help us identify 
data essential for risk assessment? 
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The bucket theory applied to risk assessment for GM crops 

● More data = better characterisation of risk 
● With sufficient data, safety can be proved by inductive logic 

 

Facts about 
the GMO 

Safety of 
the GMO Observations 

of the GMO 
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Deductive logic applied to risk assessment for GM crops 

● Risk = severity of harm x probability of harm 
 

  
RISK 

P
R

O
B

A
B

IL
IT

Y
 Highly likely Low Moderate High High 

Likely Low Low Moderate High 

Unlikely Negligible Low Moderate Moderate 

Highly unlikely Negligible Negligible Low Moderate 

 
 Marginal Minor Intermediate Major 

  
SEVERITY 

 

Adapted from OGTR Risk Analysis Framework 

Harm is defined from our values, not by science 
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Deductive logic applied to risk assessment for GM crops 

● A harmless effect of using a GM crop ≡ a white swan 
● A harmful effect of using a GM crop ≡ a black (or any non-white) swan 
● “This use of this GM crop is not harmful” ≡ “All swans are white” 

● Risk assessment characterises risk by testing hypotheses such as use X 
of GM crop Y will have no harmful effects 
- Says nothing acceptability of risk   

● We cannot prove safety; we can test and corroborate or falsify 
hypotheses about amounts of risk 

 → assess risk [P1] → use X of GM crop Y will not be harmful [TS] → test 
hypothesis [EE] → risk characterisation and decision-making [P2] → 

 
A simple criterion for identifying essential data: test hypotheses, don’t fill buckets 
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How do we avoid filling buckets? 

● Popper describes a logical basis for how knowledge develops 
● He was saying that knowledge is developed by hypothesis testing, not 

that knowledge ought to be developed by hypothesis testing 
● In other words, empiricism (bucket filling) is impossible, not undesirable 
● Preconceptions (hypotheses) precede observations 

- It is not possible to simply observe 
- One must choose something to observe 

Hypothesis: watching paint 
dry is  more interesting than 

watching cricket  
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How do we avoid filling buckets? 

● All data on a GM crop are therefore associated with a hypothesis 
- Often not explicit, but can be made so if the data’s value is questioned 

● Lack of a hypothesis cannot be a criterion for deeming data irrelevant 

● However, knowing that knowledge develops from hypothesis testing is 
useful for identifying data that are essential for risk assessment 
- Identify relevant hypotheses 
- Identify sufficient corroboration of hypotheses 
- Identify strong tests of hypothesis 

● Testing irrelevant hypotheses, testing already sufficiently well-
corroborated relevant hypotheses, or weak testing of relevant 
hypotheses is the equivalent of bucket filling 

 
 Irrelevance, sufficiency and weakness are judgements, not facts  
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Irrelevant hypotheses 

● Studies of unintended effects almost always test a simple hypothesis: 
- Variable X does not differ between the GM and non-GM near-isolines 

● This and similar hypotheses are irrelevant for risk assessment if no 
value of variable X indicates the potential for harm 
- The hypothesis that use of the GM crop will cause no harm cannot 

be falsified by measuring this variable 
 

Are these swans different 
shades of white? 

A white swan is still white even if it has a different transcriptome, 
proteome or metabolome from other white swans 
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Compositional analysis – maize 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Are there potentially harmful concentrations of all of these variables? 
● If there are not, don’t measure the ones that could not be harmful 

- (For the purposes of risk assessment) 
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Phenotypic analysis – maize 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Are there potentially harmful values of all of these variables? 
● If there are not, don’t measure the ones that could not be harmful 

- (For the purposes of risk assessment) 
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Phenotypic analysis – cotton 

Are there potentially 
harmful values of all of 
these variables? 
 
If there are not, don’t 
measure the ones that 
could not be harmful 
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Consequences of testing irrelevant hypotheses  

● Cost and time of producing and reviewing the data 
- May increase risk 

● A “free hit” for those arguing that use of the GM crop poses minimal risk 
- Detect no difference in X: shows that risk is no different from non-GM 
- Detect a difference in X: difference is not relevant for risk assessment 

● Extra ammunition for those arguing that use of GM crops is reckless 
- “Look at these unexpected changes caused by genetic modification” 
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Sufficient corroboration of hypotheses – plausibility 

GM crop seed dispersal outside field 
↓ 

Overwinter seed or seedling survival 
↓ 

Rapid growth and emergence in the spring 
↓ 

Crop establishes semi-natural vegetation 
↓ 

Crop displaces native flora 
↓ 

Loss of species of conservation interest 

H1: no greater dispersal 

H2: no greater survival 

H3: no faster growth  

H4: no greater establishment 

H5: no greater displacement 

• Which variables could be indicators of harm? 
• Those associated with a pathway that leads to harm 

 
Hypothesis GM vs non-GM 
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Plausibility 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
● Variables that could be used to test the hypothesis outlined previously 
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Plausibility 

● We could test the hypotheses by comparing GM and non-GM isolines 
- Hypothesis corroborated if GM “no worse” than the non-GM for the 

variables associated with the events on the pathway to harm 
● However, existing knowledge may indicate that one or more of the steps 

in the pathway is highly unlikely 

For harm to occur all steps in the pathway must 
be realised  
If each step is highly unlikely, this is equivalent to 
several multi-coloured swans appearing together 
They could appear simultaneously 
But is it worth looking for them given what we 
already know about swan coloration? 
If no, the pathway is “implausible” 
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Plausibility 

● An event (or series of events) being implausible means that the 
hypothesis that it will not occur is well-corroborated by existing data 

● What does existing data tell us about the plausibility of harmful 
unintended effects of transformation in commercial events? 

● Rod Herman & William Price (2013) Unintended Compositional Changes 
in Genetically Modified (GM) Crops: 20 Years of Research Journal of 
Agricultural and Food Chemistry 61: 11695-11701 
- “Over the past 20 years, the U.S. FDA found all of the 148 transgenic events 

that they evaluated to be substantially equivalent to their conventional 
counterparts, as have the Japanese regulators for 189 submissions, with the 
latter including combined-trait products. Over 80 peer-reviewed publications 
also conclude this same compositional safety for GM crops.” 

The hypothesis that transformation does not lead to potentially harmful changes 
in crop composition is well-corroborated: harm via this route seems implausible  
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Plausibility 

● The hypothesis that transformation and event selection does not 
introduce harmful compositional changes more frequently than do other 
plant breeding methods has been extensively tested and corroborated 

● The hypothesis may have been worth testing 20 years ago 
- It was plausible that harmful changes might result 
- Do we need to keep testing it? 
- Is it now implausible that harmful changes might result? 

● Important corollaries of reviews of compositional analyses: 
- Compositional analysis of a specific event also tests the general 

hypothesis that transformation does not introduce potentially harmful 
compositional changes 

- Case-by-case assessment means starting from existing knowledge, 
not from scratch, for each new event 

- Well-corroborated hypotheses are not “assumptions” if not tested  
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Weak tests 

● Studies with weak ability to reveal harm give little confidence in 
conclusions of low risk if no such effects are observed 

● Studies with strong ability to reveal the potential for (= indicators of) 
harm give high confidence of low risk if no such effects are observed 
 
 

Where would you look for black swans? 
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Weak tests 

● Field studies looking for harmful ecological effects are notoriously weak 
- Reduced NTO abundance or ecological function 
- Problems caused by increased persistence or spread of the crop 
- These studies look for harmful effects directly 

● Studies that look for indicators of harmful effects are much stronger 
- Laboratory ecotoxicology studies 
- Laboratory studies of plant demography 

 
Grow GM crop → Event A → Event B → Event C → Event D (Harm) 

 
● Absence of the potential for A, B, C or D in lab studies ought to be more 

convincing than the absence of harm itself in a field study 
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Ecological harm from crop invasiveness 

Seed dispersal 

↓ 

Seed survival 

↓ 

Rapid seedling growth 

↓ 

Establishment 

↓ 

Displacement of native flora 

↓ 

Loss of valued species 

H1: no greater dispersal 

H2: no greater survival 

H3: no faster growth 

H4: no greater establishment 

H5: no greater displacement 
Test potential for increased 

dispersal, survival, growth etc. 
from phenotype data 

If increased invasiveness potential is revealed, 
the consequences could be evaluated in 
competition experiments in a glasshouse  
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Ecological harm from crop invasiveness – field testing 

Seed sowing Crop establishment following 
herbicide and insecticide treatments 

End of the experiment 
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Ecological harm from crop invasiveness – field testing 
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Weak tests 

Grow GM crop → Event A → Event B → Event C → Event D (Harm) 

 
 
 
 

● Without a plausible mechanism for harm, testing is inevitably weak 
● If the hypothesis “nothing weird happens” must be tested, it is better 

done as risk management (monitoring) than as part of risk assessment 

● David Miller – Critical Rationalism 
- ‘‘the aim of the rational agent is not really to make the right decision 

(there may be no such thing); it is to make his decision right’’ 
● Risk assessment cannot eliminate uncertainty – use risk management 

 
 

X X X X 

Something weird happens 
Complex ecological interactions 

Unknown unknowns 

Something bad happens 
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Conclusions 

● Essential data for RA provide strong tests of a relevant hypothesis: 
- Harm must be defined 
- Plausible mechanism by which harm may occur 
- Existing data provide insufficient corroboration that harm will not occur 
- New data provide a stronger test than do the existing data 

●  The relevance of a phenomenon for risk assessment does not depend 
on whether arises from intended or unintended effects of transformation 
- Is the phenomenon essential for harm to occur following the intended 

use of the GM crop? 
- If no, it is irrelevant for risk assessment 
- If yes, assess its likelihood via what ever plausible mechanism you 

think it will arise from 
  

 
Concentrate on relevance and plausibility of hypotheses, sufficiency of data 
and rigour of tests, not on whether phenomena are intended or unintended  
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